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any attempt to change the column.unique when the column is using a deferred-constructed index, or
when the column is using an immediate (`index=true`) and a column-based index is also being used,

will raise an exception. insert semantics (i.e. when a insert() construct is compiled into a sql string
and is then executed on a database using connection.execute() or equivalent): a single-row insert

statement will be known to produce a new integer primary key value automatically for this column,
which will be accessible after the statement is invoked via the cursorresult.inserted_primary_key

attribute upon the result object. this also applies towards use of the orm when orm-mapped objects
are persisted to the database, indicating that a new integer primary key will be available to become
part of the identity key for that object. this behavior takes place regardless of what ddl constructs
are associated with the column and is independent of the ddl rendering behavior discussed in the
previous note above. csi columns, as well as any other data type, can be declared with null values.
the null option is useful when defining a column's type or when using the column in queries. null

values are represented by the value null::default (also known as the default value).
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The values associated with each unique constraint class or constraint mnemonic key are string
naming templates, such as uq_%(table_name)s_%(column_0_name)s, which describe how the name
should be composed. The values associated with user-defined unique keys should be callables of the

form fn(constraint, table), which accepts the constraint/index object and Table as arguments,
returning a string result. As this flag is intended only as a convenience for the common case of

adding a single-column, default configured unique constraint to a table definition, explicit use of the
UniqueConstraint construct should be preferred for most use cases, including composite constraints

that encompass more than one column, backend-specific index configuration options, and
constraints that use a specific name. The values associated with each index are string naming

templates, such as uq_%(table_name)s_%(column_0_name)s_%(column_1_name)s, which describe
how the name should be composed. The values associated with user-defined index keys should be
callables of the form fn(constraint, index), which accepts the constraint/index object and Index as

arguments, returning a string result. As this flag is intended only as a convenience for the common
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case of adding a single-column, default configured index to a table definition, explicit use of the
Index construct should be preferred for most use cases, including composite indexes that encompass

more than one column, indexes with SQL expressions or ordering, backend-specific index
configuration options, and indexes that use a specific name. 5ec8ef588b
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